
Juniper Networks NetScreen Secure Access Release 
Notes 

 
IVE Platform version 6.0R2 Build # 12141 

 
 
This is an incremental release notes describing the changes made 
from 6.0R1 release to 6.0R2. The 6.0R1 GA release notes still apply 
except for the changes mentioned in this document. Please refer to 
6.0R1 GA release notes for the complete version. 
 
 

Known Issues/Limitations not Fixed in 6.0R2 Release 
The following list enumerates known issues which were not fixed in this release: 

 
1. ESAP Package 1.2.4 does not detect the following anti viruses: 

 
1) English Symantec Norton AV 2008 English Licensed 20080910 NV            
2) English Symantec Norton Internet Security 2008_15.x_English_20080926 

 
2. OpenSSL on the IVE does not fully support the certificate policy extension. The 

IVE will ignore the certificate when it contains this extension. 
 

        
 

 

Known Issues/Limitations Fixed in 6.0R2 Release 
The following list enumerates known issues which were fixed in this release: 

 
 
1. AAA - Now cert validation errors for unsupported critical extensions will be ignored.  
(49259) 
 
2. AAA – Resolved an issue where Password Management was not letting users know 
that their passwords are going to expire.  (50937) 
 
3. AAA - Resolved an issue with incorrect rewritten URL when Siteminder 
authentication is used. (48575) 
 



4. AAA - Resolved an issue that may cause login and logout messages in the user access 
logs to be inaccurate. (46512) 
 
5. AAA – Custom challenge expressions in the RADIUS server are now being 
transitioned. (50276) 
 
6. AAA – Some certificate critical policy extensions are not enforced and will logged 
under Logs -> User Access -> Log ID AUT24566 (50156) 
 
7. CIFS - Fixed an issue with browsing of CIFS shares through IVE. (48200) 
 
8. CS NC – Enhanced the method in which administrators can create NC ACL’s. (50363) 
 
9. CS NC – Improved client NC performance when downloading large files through NC. 
(49091) 
 
10. CS NC – Resolved an admin UI issue where the wrong attribute was being displayed. 
(49652) 
 
11. CS NC - Expanded the use of variable attributes. (50480) 
 
12. Endpoint Integrity - Enhanced HC error checking. (48694) 
 
13. Endpoint Integrity – Resolved an issue when common.zip was being downloaded 
with the latest ESAP package. (50610) 
 
14. Endpoint Integrity – Modified HC’s search of machine certificates so that only ones 
with private keys will be enumerated. (49961) 
 
15. SysMgmt - IVE now properly reports ifSpeed. (14550) 
 
16. System - Enhanced IVE performance when many users log in with different 
languages enabled in their browsers. (49475) 
 
17. System – Enhanced IEV platform stability (50822) 
 
18. UI - Japanese text no longer gets garbled when using the i-mode application (49983) 
 
19. Virtual Desktop - Decreased the time taken to initialize SVW for restricted users so 
that it is as short as administrators. (47422) 
 
20. Web - Fixed an issue with Flash rewriting where an image was not loading properly. 
(47565) 
 
21. Web - Enhanced the flash rewrite engine. (48247) 
 



22. Web - Enhanced Java applet rewriting. (49372) 
 
23. Web - Fixed an issue where the rewriter was rewriting extraneously. (48634) 
 
24. Web - Enhanced AJAX rewriting capability. (48641) 
 
25. Web - Improved rewrite engine stability. (49764) 
 
26. Web - Resolved some rewrite issues that only occur when using Firefox. (48642) 
 
27. Web - Resolved some corner rewrite cases that occur with host name masking turned 
on. (48742) 
 
28. Web – Improve rewrite engine performance (50825) 
 
29. Web - Fixed an issue in rewriting where the flash slides are not automatically 
transitioned to the next slide (47590) 
 
30. Web - Resolved an AD authentication issue when users were being locked out at n-1 
attempts rather than n attempts. (49751) 
 
31. Web - The Import Spreadsheet functionality in Sharepoint 2003 is now 
supported. For this feature to work, the IVE must be added as a trusted site. To 
add the IVE as a trusted site, go to Tools -> Internet Options -> Security -> 
Trusted Sites.  (46787) 
 
32. Win Term Svcs – Host names are properly being resolved if they start with numerical 
values. (50575) 
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